HHSC May-June 2022
Important Information:
(This form is subject to change, monitor emails closely!)

1. All HHSC policies & procedures must be followed at ALL TIMES. (Available on our website). Everyone
MUST practice social distancing whenever possible.
2. The Skate Canada Assumption of Risk and Waiver form. HHSC Assumption of Risk and Waiver (also
available on our website) needs to be completed ONCE for the season. This form (as of Apr 15th) is
signed upon creating an invoice. For those that created a Spring May-June invoice prior to Apr 15th,
and this is your first time with HHSC since Sep 2021, you will have to have a signed copy handed in.
Copies will be available upon check-in.
3. DO NOT OPT OUT of receiving emails. Please confirm this on your account. Emails are our only way
of communication and updates can happen at any time (ice cancellation, time changes, closures,
restrictions, etc.)
4. Each skater (or parent/guardian), coach, and volunteer (anyone entering building) should review the
Health Screening Questionnaire (available on our website). Please follow recommendations according
to the document.
5. The Alberta QR Code (proof of vaccination) is the no longer in effect as of February 8, 2022.
6. Items Needed: Pre-Can/CanSkate/Pre-Power/IntroFS/Teen-Adult: skates (sharpened), hard guards
(walking on cement), CSA certified hockey helmet (no bike, ski), gloves and warm skating attire.
StarSkate: skates (sharpened), hard guards, gloves & all skating attire, water bottle (filled at home).
7. MASKS - Huntington Hills arena no masks. VIVO arena no masks, but VIVO strongly recommends
wearing them in all public areas. If VIVO has staffing issues, the masks could be implemented.

8. Entry/Exit (Check-ins with coach): HH Arena- n/a for Apr-Aug. VIVO Arena- Entry/exit at the East
(Arena) Doors, go to table in the lobby. Check-in will be 15 minutes prior to your session start time.
PLEASE do not arrive late, all coaches are needed on the ice and cannot remain at check-in area.

For any questions, please contact admin@hhskatingclub.com
Stage 3 - TBD - no isolation

